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Introduction

This volume contains the abstracts of the ACL 2014 tutorials. We received 19 high-quality proposals,
and it was a difficult task to make a final selection. We applied the following criteria for evaluation:
appropriateness, technical fit, novelty, potential interest, presenters, and experience. In the end we
accepted eight tutorials. All eight of these are organized as half-day tutorials.

We are very grateful to David Yarowsky (local chair), Alexander Koller and Yusuke Miyao (publication
chairs), Daniel Marcu (general chair), Johan Bos and Keith Hall (the ACL 2013 tutorial chairs), and of
course Priscilla Rasmussen, for various kinds of help, advice and assistance offered during the process
of putting the tutorial programme and materials together. Most importantly, we would like to thank the
tutorial presenters for the time and effort in preparing and presenting the tutorials.

We hope you will enjoy the tutorials!

ACL 2014 Tutorial Chairs
Alex Fraser (CIS, University of Munich)
Yang Liu (Tsinghua University)
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Organizers:

Alex Fraser (CIS, University of Munich)
Yang Liu (Tsinghua University)
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Gaussian Processes for Natural Language Processing

Trevor Cohn
Computing and Information Systems

The University of Melbourne
trevor.cohn@gmail.com

Daniel Preoţiuc-Pietro and Neil Lawrence
Department of Computer Science

The University of Sheffield
{daniel,n.lawrence}@dcs.shef.ac.uk

1 Introduction

Gaussian Processes (GPs) are a powerful mod-
elling framework incorporating kernels and
Bayesian inference, and are recognised as state-
of-the-art for many machine learning tasks.
Despite this, GPs have seen few applications in
natural language processing (notwithstanding
several recent papers by the authors). We argue
that the GP framework offers many benefits over
commonly used machine learning frameworks,
such as linear models (logistic regression, least
squares regression) and support vector machines.
Moreover, GPs are extremely flexible and can
be incorporated into larger graphical models,
forming an important additional tool for proba-
bilistic inference. Notably, GPs are one of the
few models which support analytic Bayesian in-
ference, avoiding the many approximation errors
that plague approximate inference techniques in
common use for Bayesian models (e.g. MCMC,
variational Bayes).1 GPs accurately model not
just the underlying task, but also the uncertainty
in the predictions, such that uncertainty can be
propagated through pipelines of probabilistic
components. Overall, GPs provide an elegant,
flexible and simple means of probabilistic infer-
ence and are well overdue for consideration of the
NLP community.

This tutorial will focus primarily on regression
and classification, both fundamental techniques of
wide-spread use in the NLP community. Within
NLP, linear models are near ubiquitous, because
they provide good results for many tasks, support
efficient inference (including dynamic program-
ming in structured prediction) and support simple
parameter interpretation. However, linear mod-
els are inherently limited in the types of relation-
ships between variables they can model. Often

1This holds for GP regression, but note that approximate
inference is needed for non-Gaussian likelihoods.

non-linear methods are required for better under-
standing and improved performance. Currently,
kernel methods such as Support Vector Machines
(SVM) represent a popular choice for non-linear
modelling. These suffer from lack of interoper-
ability with down-stream processing as part of a
larger model, and inflexibility in terms of parame-
terisation and associated high cost of hyperparam-
eter optimisation. GPs appear similar to SVMs, in
that they incorporate kernels, however their prob-
abilistic formulation allows for much wider appli-
cability in larger graphical models. Moreover, sev-
eral properties of Gaussian distributions (closure
under integration and Gaussian-Gaussian conju-
gacy) means that GP (regression) supports analytic
formulations for the posterior and predictive infer-
ence.

This tutorial will cover the basic motivation,
ideas and theory of Gaussian Processes and several
applications to natural language processing tasks.
GPs have been actively researched since the early
2000s, and are now reaching maturity: the fun-
damental theory and practice is well understood,
and now research is focused into their applica-
tions, and improve inference algorithms, e.g., for
scaling inference to large and high-dimensional
datasets. Several open-source packages (e.g. GPy
and GPML) have been developed which allow for
GPs to be easily used for many applications. This
tutorial aims to promote GPs, emphasising their
potential for widespread application across many
NLP tasks.

2 Overview

Our goal is to present the main ideas and theory
behind Gaussian Processes in order to increase
awareness within the NLP community. The first
part of the tutorial will focus on the basics of Gaus-
sian Processes in the context of regression. The
Gaussian Process defines a prior over functions
which applied at each input point gives a response
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value. Given data, we can analytically infer the
posterior distribution of these functions assuming
Gaussian noise.

This tutorial will contrast two main applications
settings for regression: interpolation and extrapo-
lation. Interpolation suits the use of simple radial
basis function kernels which bias towards smooth
latent functions. For extrapolation, however, the
choice of the kernel is paramount, encoding our
prior belief about the type of function wish to
learn. We present several different kernels, includ-
ing non-stationary and kernels for structured data
(string and tree kernels). One of the main issues
for kernel methods is setting the hyperparameters,
which is often done in the support vector literature
using grid search on held-out validation data. In
the GP framework, we can compute the probabil-
ity of the data given the model which involves the
integral over the parameter space. This marginal
likelihood or Bayesian evidence can be used for
model selection using only training data, where by
model selection we refer either to choosing from a
set of given covariance kernels or choosing from
different model hyperparameters (kernel parame-
ters). We will present the key algorithms for type-
II maximum likelihood estimation with respect to
the hyper-parameters, using gradient ascent on the
marginal likelihood.

Many problems in NLP involve learning from
a range of different tasks. We present multi-task
learning models by representing intra-task transfer
simply and explicitly as a part of a parameterised
kernel function. GPs are an extremely flexible
probabilistic framework and have been success-
fully adapted for multi-task learning, by modelling
multiple correlated output variables (Alvarez et
al., 2011). This literature develops early work
from geostatistics (kriging and co-kriging), on
learning latent continuous spatio-temporal models
from sparse point measurements, a problem set-
ting that has clear parallels to transfer learning (in-
cluding domain adaptation).

In the application section, we start by present-
ing an open-source software package for GP mod-
elling in Python: GPy.2 The first application we
approach the regression task of predicting user in-
fluence on Twitter based on a range or profile and
word features (Lampos et al., 2014). We exem-
plify how to identifying which features are best
for predicting user impact by optimising the hy-

2http://github.com/SheffieldML/GPy

perparameters (e.g. RBF kernel length-scales) us-
ing Automatic Relevance Determination (ARD).
This basically gives a ranking in importance of
the features, allowing interpretability of the mod-
els. Switching to a multi-task regression setting,
we present an application to Machine Translation
Quality Estimation. Our method shows large im-
provements over previous state-of-the-art (Cohn
and Specia, 2013). Concepts in automatic kernel
selection are exemplified in an extrapolation re-
gression setting, where we model word time series
in Social Media using different kernels (Preoţiuc-
Pietro and Cohn, 2013). The Bayesian evidence
helps to select the most suitable kernel, thus giv-
ing an implicit classification of time series.

In the final section of the tutorial we give a
brief overview of advanced topics in the field of
GPs. First, we look at non-conjugate likelihoods
for modelling classification, count and rank data.
This is harder than regression, as Bayesian pos-
terior inference can no longer be solved analyti-
cally. We will outline strategies for non-conjugate
inference, such as expectation propagation and the
Laplace approximation. Second, we will outline
recent work on scaling GPs to big data using vari-
ational inference to induce sparse kernel matrices
(Hensman et al., 2013). Finally – time permitting
– we will finish with unsupervised learning in GPs
using the latent variable model (Lawrence, 2004),
a non-linear Bayesian analogue of principle com-
ponent analysis.

3 Outline

1. GP Regression (60 mins)

(a) Weight space view
(b) Function space view
(c) Kernels

2. NLP Applications (60 mins)

(a) Sparse GPs: Predicting user impact
(b) Multi-output GPs: Modelling multi-

annotator data
(c) Model selection: Identifying temporal

patterns in word frequencies

3. Further topics (45 mins)

(a) Non-congjugate likelihoods: classifica-
tion, counts and ranking

(b) Scaling GPs to big data: Sparse GPs and
stochastic variational inference
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(c) Unsupervised inference with the GP-
LVM

4 Instructors

Trevor Cohn3 is a Senior Lecturer and ARC Fu-
ture Fellow at the University of Melbourne. His
research deals with probabilistic machine learn-
ing models, particularly structured prediction and
non-parametric Bayesian models. He has recently
published several seminal papers on Gaussian Pro-
cess models for NLP with applications ranging
from translation evaluation to temporal dynamics
in social media.

Daniel Preoţiuc-Pietro4 is a final year PhD stu-
dent in Natural Language Processing at the Uni-
versity of Sheffield. His research deals with ap-
plying Machine Learning models to model large
volumes of data, mostly coming from Social Me-
dia. Applications include forecasting future be-
haviours of text, users or real world quantities (e.g.
political voting intention), user geo-location and
impact.

Neil Lawrence5 is a Professor at the University
of Sheffield. He is one of the foremost experts on
Gaussian Processes and non-parametric Bayesian
inference, with a long history of publications and
innovations in the field, including their application
to multi-output scenarios, unsupervised learning,
deep networks and scaling to big data. He has been
programme chair for top machine learning confer-
ences (NIPS, AISTATS), and has run several past
tutorials on Gaussian Processes.

References
Mauricio A. Alvarez, Lorenzo Rosasco, and Neil D.

Lawrence. 2011. Kernels for vector-valued func-
tions: A review. Foundations and Trends in Machine
Learning, 4(3):195–266.

Trevor Cohn and Lucia Specia. 2013. Modelling anno-
tator bias with multi-task Gaussian processes: an ap-
plication to machine translation quality estimation.
In Proceedings of the 51st annual meeting of the As-
sociation for Computational Linguistics, ACL.

James Hensman, Nicolo Fusi, and Neil D. Lawrence.
2013. Gaussian processes for big data. In Proceed-
ings of the 29th Conference on Uncertainty in Artifi-
cial Intelligence, UAI.

3http://staffwww.dcs.shef.ac.uk/
people/T.Cohn

4http://www.preotiuc.ro
5http://staffwww.dcs.shef.ac.uk/

people/N.Lawrence

Vasileios Lampos, Nikolaos Aletras, Daniel Preoţiuc-
Pietro, and Trevor Cohn. 2014. Predicting and char-
acterising user impact on Twitter. In Proceedings of
the 14th Conference of the European Chapter of the
Association for Computational Linguistics, EACL.

Neil D. Lawrence. 2004. Gaussian process latent vari-
able models for visualisation of high dimensional
data. NIPS, 16(329-336):3.

Daniel Preoţiuc-Pietro and Trevor Cohn. 2013. A tem-
poral model of text periodicities using Gaussian Pro-
cesses. In Proceedings of the Conference on Em-
pirical Methods in Natural Language Processing,
EMNLP.

Kashif Shah, Trevor Cohn, and Lucia Specia. 2013.
An investigation on the effectiveness of features for
translation quality estimation. In Proceedings of the
Machine Translation Summit.
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Scalable Large-Margin Structured Learning:
Theory and Algorithms

Liang Huang Kai Zhao Lemao Liu
Graduate Center and Queens College, City University of New York
{liang.huang.sh, kzhao.hf, lemaoliu}@gmail.com

1 Motivations

Much of NLP tries to map structured input (sen-
tences) to some form of structured output (tag se-
quences, parse trees, semantic graphs, or trans-
lated/paraphrased/compressed sentences). Thus
structured prediction and its learning algorithm
are of central importance to us NLP researchers.
However, when applying machine learning to
structured domains, we often face scalability is-
sues for two reasons:

1. Even the fastest exact search algorithms for
most NLP problems (such as parsing and
translation) is too slow for repeated use on the
training data, but approximate search (such
as beam search) unfortunately breaks down
the nice theoretical properties (such as con-
vergence) of existing machine learning algo-
rithms.

2. Even with inexact search, the scale of the
training data in NLP still makes pure online
learning (such as perceptron and MIRA) too
slow on a single CPU.

This tutorial reviews recent advances that ad-
dress these two challenges. In particular, we will
cover principled machine learning methods that
are designed to work under vastly inexact search,
and parallelization algorithms that speed up learn-
ing on multiple CPUs. We will also extend struc-
tured learning to the latent variable setting, where
in many NLP applications such as translation and
semantic parsing the gold-standard derivation is
hidden.

2 Contents

1. Overview of Structured Learning

(a) key challenge 1: search efficiency
(b) key challenge 2: interactions between

search and learning

2. Structured Perceptron

(a) the basic algorithm
(b) the geometry of convergence proof
(c) voted and averaged perceptrons, and ef-

ficient implementation tricks
(d) applications in tagging, parsing, etc.

3. Structured Perceptron under Inexact Search

(a) convergence theory breaks under inex-
act search

(b) early update
(c) violation-fixing perceptron
(d) applications in tagging, parsing, etc.

—coffee break—

4. From Perceptron to MIRA

(a) 1-best MIRA; geometric solution
(b) k-best MIRA; hildreth algorithm
(c) MIRA with all constraints; loss-

augmented decoding
(d) MIRA under inexact search

5. Large-Margin Structured Learning with La-
tent Variables

(a) examples: machine translation, seman-
tic parsing, transliteration

(b) separability condition and convergence
proof

(c) latent-variable perceptron under inexact
search

(d) applications in machine translation

6. Parallelizing Large-Margin Structured
Learning

(a) iterative parameter mixing (IPM)
(b) minibatch perceptron and MIRA
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3 Instructor Biographies

Liang Huang is an Assistant Professor at the City
University of New York (CUNY). He received
his Ph.D. in 2008 from Penn and has worked
as a Research Scientist at Google and a Re-
search Assistant Professor at USC/ISI. His work
is mainly on the theoretical aspects (algorithms
and formalisms) of computational linguistics, as
well as theory and algorithms of structured learn-
ing. He has received a Best Paper Award at ACL
2008, several best paper nominations (ACL 2007,
EMNLP 2008, and ACL 2010), two Google Fac-
ulty Research Awards (2010 and 2013), and a Uni-
versity Graduate Teaching Prize at Penn (2005).
He has given two tutorials at COLING 2008 and
NAACL 2009, being the most popular tutorial at

both venues.

Kai Zhao is a Ph.D. candidate at the City Univer-
sity of New York (CUNY), working with Liang
Huang. He received his B.S. from the Univer-
sity of Science and Technology in China (USTC).
He has published on structured prediction, online
learning, machine translation, and parsing algo-
rithms. He was a summer intern with IBM TJ Wat-
son Research Center in 2013.

Lemao Liu is a postdoctoral research associate at
the City University of New York (CUNY), work-
ing with Liang Huang. He received his Ph.D. from
the Harbin Institute of Technology in 2013. Much
of his Ph.D. work was done while visiting NICT,
Japan, under Taro Watanabe. His research area is
machine translation and machine learning.
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Semantics for Large-Scale Multimedia: New Challenges for NLP

Florian Metze
Carnegie Mellon University
fmetze@cs.cmu.edu

Koichi Shinoda
Tokyo Institute of Technology

shinoda@cs.titech.ac.jp

1 Description

Thousands of videos are constantly being up-
loaded to the web, creating a vast resource, and an
ever-growing demand for methods to make them
easier to retrieve, search, and index. As it becomes
feasible to extract both low-level as well as high-
level (symbolic) audio, speech, and video features
from this data, these need to be processed further,
in order to learn and extract meaningful relations
between these. The language processing commu-
nity has made huge process in analyzing the vast
amounts of very noisy text data that is available
on the Internet. While it is very difficult to create
semantic units of low-level image descriptors or
non-speech sounds by themselves, it is compara-
tively easy to ground semantics in the word output
of a speech recognizer, or text data that is loosely
associated with a video. This creates an opportu-
nity for NLP researchers to use their unique skills,
and make significant contributions to solve tasks
on data that is even noisier than web text, but (we
argue) even more interesting and challenging.

This tutorial aims to present to the NLP com-
munity the state of the art in audio and video
processing, by discussing the most relevant tasks
at NIST’s TREC Video Retrieval Evaluation
(TRECVID) workshop series. We liken “Seman-
tic Indexing” (SIN) task, in which a system must
identify occurrences of concepts such as “desk”,
or “dancing” in a video to the word spotting ap-
proach. We then proceed to explain more recent,
and challenging tasks, “Multimedia Event Detec-
tion” (MED) and “Multimedia Event Recounting”
(MER), which can be compared to transcription
and summarization tasks. Finally, we will present
an easy way to get started in multi-media analysis
using Virtual Machines from the “Speech Recog-
nition Virtual Kitchen”, which will enable tutorial
participants to perform hands-on experiments dur-
ing the tutorial, and at home.

2 Outline

1. Introduction
• Content based video retrieval

• What is the “Semantic Gap”?

• The TRECVid workshop and its tasks

2. Semantic Indexing
• State-of-the art frameworks

• Extension of Bag-of-Word model

• Multi-modality

3. Multimedia Event Detection & Recounting
• State-of-the art frameworks

• Multimodal fusion

• Semi-supervised and active learning

• Video Summarization

4. Challenges for NLP
• How to design visual concepts?

• Intermediate representations?

• Are there any grammars in video?

5. Practice session
• Virtual Machines in the Speech

Recognition Virtual Kitchen
(http://speechkitchen.org/)

3 Instructors

Florian Metze received his PhD from Universitat
Karlsruhe (TH) in 2005. He worked as a Senior
Research Scientist at Deutsche Telekom Labora-
tories (T-Labs) and joined Carnegie Mellon Uni-
versity’s faculty in 2009. His interests includes
speech and audio processing, and user interfaces.
Koichi Shinoda received his D. Eng. from Tokyo
Institute of Technology in 2001. In 1989, he joined
NEC Corporation. From 1997 to 1998, he was a
visiting scholar with Bell Labs, Lucent Technolo-
gies. He is currently a Professor at the Tokyo In-
stitute of Technology. His research interests in-
clude speech recognition, video information re-
trieval, and human interfaces.
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Wikification and Beyond:  
The Challenges of Entity and Concept Grounding 

Dan Roth Heng Ji 
University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute 

danr@illinois.edu jih@rpi.edu 
  

Ming-Wei Chang Taylor Cassidy 
Microsoft Research Army Research Lab & IBM Research 

minchang@microsoft.com taylor.cassidy.ctr@mail.mil 
 

 

 
  

1 Introduction 

Contextual disambiguation and grounding of 
concepts and entities in natural language are es-
sential to progress in many natural language un-
derstanding tasks and fundamental to many ap-
plications. Wikification aims at automatically 
identifying concept mentions in text and linking 
them to referents in a knowledge base (KB) (e.g., 
Wikipedia). Consider the sentence, "The Times 
report on Blumenthal (D) has the potential to 
fundamentally reshape the contest in the Nutmeg 
State.". A Wikifier should identify the key enti-
ties and concepts and map them to an encyclope-
dic resource (e.g., “D” refers to Democratic Par-
ty, and “the Nutmeg State” refers to Connecticut.  
   Wikification benefits end-users and Natural 
Language Processing (NLP) systems. Readers 
can better comprehend Wikified documents as 
information about related topics is readily acces-
sible. For systems, a Wikified document eluci-
dates concepts and entities by grounding them in 
an encyclopedic resource or an ontology. Wikifi-
cation output has improved NLP down-stream 
tasks, including coreference resolution, user in-
terest discovery , recommendation and search. 
  This task has received increased attention in 
recent years from the NLP and Data Mining 
communities, partly fostered by the U.S. NIST 
Text Analysis Conference Knowledge Base Pop-
ulation (KBP) track, and several versions of it 
has been studied. These include Wikifying all 
concept mentions in a single text document; 
Wikifying a cluster of co-referential named enti-
ty mentions that appear across documents (Entity 
Linking), and Wikifying a whole document to a 
single concept. Other works relate this task to 
coreference resolution within and across docu-
ments and in the context of multiple text genres. 

2 Content Overview 

This tutorial will motivate Wikification as a 
broad paradigm for cross-source linking for 
knowledge enrichment. We will discuss multiple 
dimensions of the task definition, present the 
building blocks of a state-of-the-art Wikifier, 
share key lessons learned from analysis of re-
sults, and discuss recently proposed ideas for 
advancing work in this area in response to key 
challenges. We will touch on new research areas 
including interactive Wikification, social media, 
and censorship. The tutorial will be useful for all 
those with interests in cross-source information 
extraction and linking, knowledge acquisition, 
and the use of acquired knowledge in NLP. We 
will provide a concise roadmap of recent per-
spectives and results, and point to some of our 
available Wikification resources.  

3 Outline 

• Introduction and Motivation 
• Methodological presentation of a skeletal Wik-

ification system 
o Mention and candidate identification 
o Knowledge representation  
o Local and global context analysis 
o Role of Machine Learning 

• Obstacles & Advanced Methods 
o Joint modeling 
o Collective inference 
o Scarcity of supervision signals 
o Diverse text genres and social media 

• Remaining Challenges and Future Work 
o Rich semantic knowledge acquisition 
o Cross-lingual Wikification 

References 
http://nlp.cs.rpi.edu/kbp/2014/elreading.html 
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New Directions in Vector Space Models of Meaning

Phil Blunsom, Edward Grefenstette
and Karl Moritz Hermann∗

University of Oxford
first.last@cs.ox.ac.uk

Georgiana Dinu
Center for Mind/Brain Sciences

University of Trento
georgiana.dinu@unitn.it

1 Abstract

Symbolic approaches have dominated NLP as a
means to model syntactic and semantic aspects of
natural language. While powerful inferential tools
exist for such models, they suffer from an inabil-
ity to capture correlation between words and to
provide a continuous model for word, phrase, and
document similarity. Distributed representations
are one mechanism to overcome these constraints.

This tutorial will supply NLP researchers with
the mathematical and conceptual background to
make use of vector-based models of meaning in
their own research. We will begin by motivating
the need for a transition from symbolic represen-
tations to distributed ones. We will briefly cover
how collocational (distributional) vectors can be
used and manipulated to model word meaning. We
will discuss the progress from distributional to dis-
tributed representations, and how neural networks
allow us to learn word vectors and condition them
on metadata such as parallel texts, topic labels, or
sentiment labels. Finally, we will present various
forms of semantic vector composition, and discuss
their relative strengths and weaknesses, and their
application to problems such as language mod-
elling, paraphrasing, machine translation and doc-
ument classification.

This tutorial aims to bring researchers up to
speed with recent developments in this fast-
moving field. It aims to strike a balance be-
tween providing a general introduction to vector-
based models of meaning, an analysis of diverg-
ing strands of research in the field, and also being
a hands-on tutorial to equip NLP researchers with
the necessary tools and background knowledge to
start working on such models. Attendees should
be comfortable with basic probability, linear alge-
bra, and continuous mathematics. No substantial
knowledge of machine learning is required.

∗Instructors listed in alphabetical order.

2 Outline

1. Motivation: Meaning in space
2. Learning distributional models for words
3. Neural language modelling and distributed

representations
(a) Neural language model fundamentals
(b) Recurrent neural language models
(c) Conditional neural language models

4. Semantic composition in vector spaces
(a) Algebraic and tensor-based composition
(b) The role of non-linearities
(c) Learning recursive neural models
(d) Convolutional maps and composition

3 Instructors

Phil Blunsom is an Associate Professor at the
University of Oxford’s Department of Computer
Science. His research centres on the probabilistic
modelling of natural languages, with a particular
interest in automating the discovery of structure
and meaning in text.

Georgiana Dinu is a postdoctoral researcher
at the University of Trento. Her research re-
volves around distributional semantics with a fo-
cus on compositionality within the distributional
paradigm.

Edward Grefenstette is a postdoctoral researcher
at Oxford’s Department of Computer Science. He
works on the relation between vector represen-
tations of language meaning and structured logi-
cal reasoning. His work in this area was recently
recognised by a best paper award at *SEM 2013.

Karl Moritz Hermann is a final-year DPhil stu-
dent at the Department of Computer Science in
Oxford. His research studies distributed and com-
positional semantics, with a particular emphasis
on mechanisms to reduce task-specific and mono-
lingual syntactic bias in such representations.
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Structured Belief Propagation for NLP
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Johns Hopkins University, Baltimore, MD
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1 Tutorial Overview
Statistical natural language processing relies on
probabilistic models of linguistic structure. More
complex models can help capture our intuitions
about language, by adding linguistically meaning-
ful interactions and latent variables. However, in-
ference and learning in the models we want often
poses a serious computational challenge.

Belief propagation (BP) and its variants pro-
vide an attractive approximate solution, especially
using recent training methods. These approaches
can handle joint models of interacting compo-
nents, are computationally efficient, and have ex-
tended the state-of-the-art on a number of com-
mon NLP tasks, including dependency parsing,
modeling of morphological paradigms, CCG pars-
ing, phrase extraction, semantic role labeling, and
information extraction (Smith and Eisner, 2008;
Dreyer and Eisner, 2009; Auli and Lopez, 2011;
Burkett and Klein, 2012; Naradowsky et al., 2012;
Stoyanov and Eisner, 2012).

This tutorial delves into BP with an emphasis on
recent advances that enable state-of-the-art perfor-
mance in a variety of tasks. Our goal is to eluci-
date how these approaches can easily be applied
to new problems. We also cover the theory under-
lying them. Our target audience is researchers in
human language technologies; we do not assume
familarity with BP.

In the first three sections, we discuss applica-
tions of BP to NLP problems, the basics of mod-
eling with factor graphs and message passing, and
the theoretical underpinnings of “what BP is do-
ing” and how it relates to other variational infer-
ence techniques. In the second three sections, we
cover key extensions to the standard BP algorithm
to enable modeling of linguistic structure, efficient
inference, and approximation-aware training. We
survey a variety of software tools and introduce a
new software framework that incorporates many
of the modern approaches covered in this tutorial.

2 Outline
1. Applications [15 min., Eisner]
• Intro: Modeling with factor graphs
• Morphological paradigms
• Dependency and constituency parsing
• Alignment; Phrase extraction
• Relation extraction; Semantic role labeling
• Targeted sentiment
• Joint models for NLP

2. Belief Propagation Basics [40 min., Eisner]
• Messages and beliefs
• Sum-product, max-product, and determin-

istic annealing
• Relation to forward-backward and inside-

outside
• Acyclic vs. loopy graphs
• Synchronous vs. asynchronous propaga-

tion
3. Theory [25 min., Gormley]
• From arc consistency to BP
• From Gibbs sampling to particle BP to BP
• Other message-passing algorithms
• Bethe free energy
• Connection to PFCGs and FSMs

4. Incorporating Structure into Factors and Vari-
ables [30 min., Gormley]
• Embedding dynamic programs (e.g.

inside-outside) within factors
• String-valued and tree-valued variables

5. Message approximation and scheduling [20

min., Eisner]
• Pruning messages
• Variational approximations
• Residual BP and new variants

6. Approximation-aware Training [30 min., Gorm-

ley]
• Empirical risk minimization under approx-

imations (ERMA)
• BP as a computational expression graph
• Automatic differentiation (AD)

7. Software [10 min., Gormley]
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3 Instructors

Matt Gormley is a PhD student at Johns Hopkins
University working with Mark Dredze and Jason
Eisner. His current research focuses on joint mod-
eling of multiple linguistic strata in learning set-
tings where supervised resources are scarce. He
has authored papers in a variety of areas including
topic modeling, global optimization, semantic role
labeling, and grammar induction.

Jason Eisner is an Associate Professor in Com-
puter Science and Cognitive Science at Johns
Hopkins University, where he has received two
school-wide awards for excellence in teaching.
His 80+ papers have presented many models and
algorithms spanning numerous areas of NLP. His
goal is to develop the probabilistic modeling, in-
ference, and learning techniques needed for a uni-
fied model of all kinds of linguistic structure. In
particular, he and his students introduced struc-
tured belief propagation, which integrates classi-
cal NLP models and their associated dynamic pro-
gramming algorithms, as well as loss-calibrated
training for use with belief propagation.
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Semantics, Discourse and Statistical Machine Translation
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1 Description

In the past decade, statistical machine translation
(SMT) has been advanced from word-based SMT
to phrase- and syntax-based SMT. Although this
advancement produces significant improvements
in BLEU scores, crucial meaning errors and lack
of cross-sentence connections at discourse level
still hurt the quality of SMT-generated transla-
tions. More recently, we have witnessed two ac-
tive movements in SMT research: one towards
combining semantics and SMT in attempt to gen-
erate not only grammatical but also meaning-
preserved translations, and the other towards ex-
ploring discourse knowledge for document-level
machine translation in order to capture inter-
sentence dependencies.

The emergence of semantic SMT are due to the
combination of two factors: the necessity of se-
mantic modeling in SMT and the renewed interest
of designing models tailored to relevant NLP/SMT
applications in the semantics community. The
former is represented by recent numerous studies
on exploring word sense disambiguation, semantic
role labeling, bilingual semantic representations as
well as semantic evaluation for SMT. The latter
is reflected in CoNLL shared tasks, SemEval and
SenEval exercises in recent years.

The need of capturing cross-sentence dependen-
cies for document-level SMT triggers the resur-
gent interest of modeling translation from the per-
spective of discourse. Discourse phenomena, such
as coherent relations, discourse topics, lexical co-
hesion that are beyond the scope of conventional
sentence-level n-grams, have been recently con-
sidered and explored in the context of SMT.

This tutorial aims at providing a timely and
combined introduction of such recent work along
these two trends as discourse is inherently con-
nected with semantics. The tutorial has three parts.
The first part critically reviews the phrase- and

syntax-based SMT. The second part is devoted to
the lines of research oriented to semantic SMT,
including a brief introduction of semantics, lex-
ical and shallow semantics tailored to SMT, se-
mantic representations in SMT, semantically mo-
tivated evaluation as well as advanced topics on
deep semantic learning for SMT. The third part
is dedicated to recent work on SMT with dis-
course, including a brief review on discourse stud-
ies from linguistics and computational viewpoints,
discourse research from monolingual to multilin-
gual, discourse-based SMT and a few advanced
topics.

The tutorial is targeted for researchers in the
SMT, semantics and discourse communities. In
particular, the expected audience comes from two
groups: 1) Researchers and students in the SMT
community who want to design cutting-edge mod-
els and algorithms for semantic SMT with various
semantic knowledge and representations, and who
would like to advance SMT from sentence-by-
sentence translation to document-level translation
with discourse information; 2) Researchers and
students from the semantics and discourse com-
munity who are interested in developing models
and methods and adapting them to SMT.

2 Outline

1. SMT Overall Review (30 minutes)

• SMT architecture
• phrase- and syntax-based SMT

2. Semantics and SMT (1 hour and 15 minutes)

• Brief introduction of semantics
• Lexical semantics for SMT
• Semantic representations in SMT
• Semantically Motivated Evaluation
• Advanced topics: deep semantic learn-

ing for SMT
• Future directions
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3. Discourse and SMT (1 hour and 15 minutes)

• Introduction of discourse: linguistics,
computational and bilingual discourse

• Discourse-based SMT: modeling, train-
ing, decoding and evaluation

• Future directions

3 Bios of Presenters

Dr. Deyi Xiong is a professor at Sochoow Uni-
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for Infocomm Research (Singapore) as a research
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University as a distinguished professor in 2012.

His current research interests include machine
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Abstract

This tutorial discusses a framework for in-
cremental left-to-right structured predica-
tion, which makes use of global discrimi-
native learning and beam-search decoding.
The method has been applied to a wide
range of NLP tasks in recent years, and
achieved competitive accuracies and effi-
ciencies. We give an introduction to the
algorithms and efficient implementations,
and discuss their applications to a range of
NLP tasks.

1 Introduction

This tutorial discusses a framework of online
global discriminative learning and beam-search
decoding for syntactic processing (Zhang and
Clark, 2011b), which has recently been applied
to a wide variety of natural language processing
(NLP) tasks, including word segmentation (Zhang
and Clark, 2007), dependency parsing (Zhang and
Clark, 2008b; Huang and Sagae, 2010; Zhang and
Nivre, 2011; Bohnet and Kuhn, 2012), context
free grammar (CFG) parsing (Collins and Roark,
2004; Zhang and Clark, 2009; Zhu et al., 2013),
combinational categorial grammar (CCG) parsing
(Zhang and Clark, 2011a; Xu et al., 2014) and
machine translation (Liu, 2013), achieving state-
of-the-art accuracies and efficiencies. In addition,
due to its high efficiencies, it has also been ap-
plied to a range of joint structural problems, such
as joint segmentation and POS-tagging (Zhang
and Clark, 2008a; Zhang and Clark, 2010), joint
POS-tagging and dependency parsing (Hatori et
al., 2011; Bohnet and Nivre, 2012), joint mor-
phological analysis, POS-tagging and dependency
parsing (Bohnet et al., 2013), and joint segmenta-
tion, POS-tagging and parsing (Zhang et al., 2013;
Zhang et al., 2014).

In addition to the aforementioned tasks, the
framework can be applied to all structural pre-

diction tasks for which the output can be con-
structed using an incremental process. The advan-
tage of this framework is two-fold. First, beam-
search enables highly efficient decoding, which
typically has linear time complexity, depending on
the incremental process. Second, free from DP-
style constraints and Markov-style independence
assumptions, the framework allows arbitrary fea-
tures to be defined to capture structural patterns.
In addition to feature advantages, the high accura-
cies of this framework are also enabled by direct
interactions between learning and search (Daumé
III and Marcu, 2005; Huang et al., 2012; Zhang
and Nivre, 2012).

2 Tutorial Overview

In this tutorial, we make an introduction to the
framework, illustrating how it can be applied to
a range of NLP problems, giving theoretical dis-
cussions and demonstrating a software implemen-
tation. We start with a detailed introduction of
the framework, describing the averaged percep-
tron algorithm (Collins, 2002) and its efficient im-
plementation issues (Zhang and Clark, 2007), as
well as beam-search and the early-update strategy
(Collins and Roark, 2004). We then illustrate how
the framework can be applied to NLP tasks, in-
cluding word segmentation, joint segmentation &
POS-tagging, labeled and unlabeled dependency
parsing, joint POS-tagging and dependency pars-
ing, CFG parsing, CCG parsing, and joint segmen-
tation, POS-tagging and parsing. In each case, we
illustrate how the task is turned into an incremen-
tal left-to-right output-building process, and how
rich features are defined to give competitive accu-
racies. These examples can serve as guidance in
applying the framework to other structural predic-
tion tasks.

In the second part of the tutorial, we give
some analysis on why the framework is effective.
We discuss several alternative learning algorithms,
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and compare beam-search with greedy search on
dependency parsing. We show that accuracy bene-
fits from interaction between learning and search.
Finally, the tutorial concludes with an introduction
to ZPar, an open source toolkit that provides op-
timized C++ implementations of of all the above
tasks.

3 Outline

1 Introduction (0.5 hours)
1.1 An overview of the syntactic processing

framework and its applications
1.2 An introduction to the beam-search

framework and comparison to dynamic
programming

1.3 Algorithm in details
1.3.1 Online discriminative learning using

the perceptron
1.3.2 Beam-search decoding
1.3.3 The integrated framework

2 Applications (1.25 hours)
2.1 Overview
2.2 Word segmentation
2.3 Joint segmentation and POS-tagging
2.4 Dependency parsing
2.5 Context free grammar parsing
2.6 Combinatory categorial grammar pars-

ing
2.7 Joint segmentation, POS-tagging and

parsing
3 Analysis of the framework (0.75 hours)

3.1 The influence of global learning
3.2 The influence of beam-search
3.3 Benefits from the combination
3.4 Related discussions

4 The ZPar software tool (0.5 hours)

4 About the Presenters

Yue Zhang is an Assistant Professor at Singapore
University of Technology and Design (SUTD).
Before joining SUTD in 2012, he worked as a
postdoctoral research associate at University of
Cambridge. He received his PhD and MSc degrees
from University of Oxford, and undergraduate de-
gree from Tsinghua University, China. Dr Zhang’s
research interest includes natural language pars-
ing, natural language generation, machine trans-
lation and machine learning.

Meishan Zhang is a fifth-year Phd candidate at
Research Center for Social Computing and Infor-
mation Retrieval, Harbin Institute of Technology,
China (HIT-SCIR). His research interest includes
Chinese morphological and syntactic parsing, se-
mantic representation and parsing, joint modelling
and machine learning.

Ting Liu is a professor at HIT-SCIR. His re-
search interest includes social computing, infor-
mation retrieval and natural language processing.
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